Variants of the IL8 and IL8RB genes and risk for gastric cardia adenocarcinoma and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma.
The population of Linxian in north central China is at high risk for gastric cardia adenocarcinoma (GCC) and esophageal squamous cell carcinoma (ESCC), and chronic inflammation may contribute to this risk. Interleukin-8 (IL8), a potent chemoattractant, has three well-characterized single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNP), one (-251) of which alters transcriptional activity. Four well-described SNPs in the two IL8 receptors, IL8RA and IL8RB, have been associated with inflammation. We conducted a case-cohort study in the Nutrition Intervention Trials (Linxian, China) to assess the association between these SNPs and incident GCC (n = 90) and ESCC (n = 131). IL8, IL8RA, and IL8RB SNPs were analyzed using a multiplex assay system, haplotypes were constructed, and risks were estimated using Cox proportional hazards models. The homozygous variants of IL8 -251 and +396 were associated with 2-fold increased relative risks for GCC, but the highest risk observed was for the AGT/AGC haplotype of IL8 -251/+396/+781 (relative risk, 4.14; 95% confidence interval, 1.31-13.1). Variation within IL8 was not associated with ESCC. Few subjects had variation at the IL8RA SNP and no significant associations were observed for IL8RB SNPs or haplotypes with either GCC or ESCC. We conclude that variation in IL8 seems to increase the risk for GCC but not ESCC in this high-risk population. These variants could confer an altered IL8 expression pattern or interact with environmental factors to increase the risk for inflammation and GCC.